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Abstract
In this paper, we present the system that THUEE submitted
to NIST 2019 Speaker Recognition Evaluation CTS Challenge
(SRE19). Similar to the previous SREs, domain mismatches,
such as cross-lingual and cross-channel between the training
sets and evaluation sets, remain the major challenges in this
evaluation. To improve the robustness of our systems, we de-
velop deeper and wider x-vector architectures. Besides, we use
novel speaker discriminative embedding systems, hybrid multi-
task learning architectures combined with phonetic informa-
tion. To deal with domain mismatches, we follow a heuris-
tic search scheme to select the best back-end strategy based
on limited development corpus. An extended and factorized
TDNN achieves the best single-system results on SRE18 DEV
and SRE19 EVAL sets. The final system is a fusion of six sub-
systems, which yields EER 2.81% and minimum cost 0.262 on
the SRE19 EVAL set.

Index Terms: speaker recognition, speaker embedding, deep
neural network, NIST SRE, multi-task learning

1. Introduction
Speaker recognition is to determine whether a specified target
speaker is speaking or not in a given segment of speech. Or-
ganized by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), the series of Speech Recognition Evaluations (SRE)
usually reflect the most advanced technology in the field of
speaker recognition. Similar to SRE18, SRE19 evaluation sets
consist of two separate parts: (i) narrowband Tunisian Arabic
conversational telephone speech (CTS) collected outside North
America and (ii) wideband English recordings drawn from the
Video Annotation for Speech Technology corpus (VAST). Due
to different collection conditions and languages between train-
ing data and evaluation data, domain mismatches remain the
major challenges. Unconstrained public and proprietary data
can be used to narrow the performance degradation caused by
domain mismatches. Besides, a leaderboard on the part of the
evaluation dataset is offered to motivate the development of var-
ious systems [1].

In this paper, we present our submissions to the CTS chal-
lenge. According to the results of previous SREs, deep speaker
embedding, such as x-vector [2], has already replaced i-vector
[3] and becomes the state-of-the-art method in the field of
text-independent speaker verification. Our speaker recogni-
tion systems are based on x-vector. To improve the robust-
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ness of the x-vector extractor, we increase the amount and di-
versity of training data through data augmentation. Powered
by advanced computational resources, and large-scale speech
datasets, we also train sufficiently deep speaker models to fit
very complicated distributions in the speaker feature space, such
as ETDNN [4] and FTDNN [5, 6]. An extended factorized
TDNN (EFTDNN), trained on 5-fold data augmentation, is our
best single system with a much deeper and wider architecture.
Besides, we use novel speaker discriminative embedding sys-
tems, hybrid multi-task learning architectures combined with
automatic speech recognition (ASR), including hybrid multi-
task [7] and c-vector [8]. They take advantage of phoneme fea-
tures and context information.

Given the limited development data, we follow a heuris-
tic search scheme to mitigate the mismatch between training
sets and evaluation sets. Following the extraction of x-vector,
Gaussian probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (GPLDA)[9]
scoring, domain adaptation, and adaptive symmetric score nor-
malization (AS-Norm)[10] are adopted. We also explore the
local pairwise linear discriminant analysis (LP-LDA)[11] / mul-
tiobjective optimization training of probabilistic linear discrim-
inant analysis (Mot-PLDA)[12] back-end. All the subsystems
are fused and calibrated using the BOSARIS toolkit [13], which
learns a scale and a bias for each system by logistic regression
approach.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec.2 discusses related
literature in SRE. Sec.3 and Sec.4 describes the dataset and
architectures for individual subsystems. Sec.5 introduces the
back-end solutions for SRE19. Sec.6 reports experimental re-
sults obtained with each single system and the fusion systems
on the SRE18 DEV and SRE19 EVAL sets. Finally, we con-
clude our work with a future direction in Sec.7.

2. Relation to prior work
Deep speaker embedding learning has been dominating the field
of text-independent speaker verification. Very deep x-vector ar-
chitectures - Extended TDNN [4] and Factorized TDNN [5],
and ResNets [6] - obviously outperform shallower x-vectors.
Our explorations are based on those x-vector systems. To im-
prove the robustness of our systems, we construct deeper and
wider x-vectors. Besides, we use angular margin loss (AM-
softmax) as the training criterion for ETDNN, which was pro-
posed for face recognition [14] and introduced to speaker verifi-
cation in [15]. AM-softmax has more stringent requirements for
correct classification when m ≥ 2 (an integer that controls the
angular margin), which generates an angular classification mar-
gin between embeddings of different classes. To increase the
diversity of our subsystems, we employ hybrid multi-task learn-
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Table 1: Corpora used in individual system

Model Training set Data Augmentation LDA/PLDA PLDA-adapt AS-Norm

EFTDNN SRE + SWB II&Cell + Voxceleb + CH&CF 5-folds SRE + SRE18Eval SRE + SRE18Eval SRE18 unlabel

Multi-task & C-vector
GMM-HMM & ASR: Fisher&SWB I -

SRE + SRE18Eval
MIXER6 + SRE16 + SRE18Eval

+ SRE18 unlabel + CH&CF
SRE18 unlabel

x-vector: SRE + SWB II&Cell + Voxceleb 2-folds
ETDNN SRE + SWB II&Cell + Voxceleb 3-folds SRE + SRE18Eval SRE + SRE18Eval SRE18 unlabel
FTDNN & ResNet SRE + SWB II&Cell + Voxceleb 2-folds SRE + SRE18Eval SRE + SRE18Eval SRE18 unlabel

Table 2: Datasets Notations

Dataset Corpora #Spk

SRE SRE04-10 + SRE16 + MIXER6 5209
SWB II&Cell Switchboard II phase 2 & 3 + Switchboard Cellular Part 1 & 2 2594

Voxceleb Voxceleb 1 & 2 7363
CH&CF Callhome + Callfriend 3238

Fisher&SWB I Fisher + Switchboard I 3800

ing architectures combined with phonetic information. [16]
proposed collaborative joint learning of automatic speech and
speaker recognition based on multi-task recurrent neural net-
work models. In this paper, we use Multi-task [7] and C-vector
architectures [8] which combines phonetic information with x-
vector [2]. Besides, back-end strategies are optimized to deal
with domain mismatches [17, 18].

3. Dataset
For submissions to NIST SRE19, there are extensive training
sets available for system development under the open condi-
tion. According to our experimental selection, Table 1 summa-
rizes the data configuration corresponding to different frame-
works. In different systems, training sets (i.e., SRE, SWBD,
Voxceleb) are post-augmented by different folds by convolving
with far-field Room Impulse Responses (RIRs) or adding noise
from the MUSAN corpus [19]. The speaker filtering criterion
is applied to training sets, which excludes recordings with less
than 400 frames and speakers with fewer than 8 recordings. Ta-
ble 2 defines the dataset notations and lists the number of fil-
tered speakers for each dataset. Kaldi x-vector recipe 1 is used
for this processing.

4. Speaker embedding systems
In order to utilize the complementarity of various systems, six
general speaker recognition frameworks are explored for the
submission of SRE19, namely ETDNN, FTDNN, EFTDNN,
ResNet, Multi-task and C-vector. Their detailed configurations
are described in this section.

4.1. ETDNN/AMS system

ETDNN/AMS system is an extended version of TDNN based
on AM-softmax loss. Compared with the ETDNN in [20], our
ETDNN has a wider context and interleaving dense layers be-
tween each two TDNN layers. The architecture is the same as
the ETDNN architecture in [6], except that the context of layer
5 of our system is t-3:t+3 instead of t-3, t, t+3. The x-vector is
extracted from layer 12 before the ReLU non-linearity. Besides,
AM-softmax with m = 0.15 is used instead of the traditional
softmax loss. It is easier to train and generally performs better
than angular softmax, which will be proved in Section 6.

1https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/blob/master/egs/sre16/v2

Table 3: Factorized TDNN x-vector architecture

Layer Layer type Context
factor1

Context
factor2

Skip conn.
from layer Size Inner

size

1 TDNN t-2:t+2 512
2 FTDNN t-2,t t, t+2 1024 256
3 FTDNN t t 1024 256
4 FTDNN t-3, t t, t+3 1024 256
5 FTDNN t t 3 1024 256
6 FTDNN t-3, t t, t+3 1024 256
7 FTDNN t-3, t t, t+3 2,4 1024 256
8 FTDNN t-3, t t, t+3 1024 256
9 FTDNN t-3, t t, t+3 4,6,8 1024 256

10 Dense-ReLU t t 2048
11 Pooling(mean+stddev) full-seq 4096
12 Dense-ReLU 1024
13 Dense-ReLU 1024
14 Dense-Softmax N. spks.

4.2. FTDNN system

Factorized TDNN (FTDNN) has achieved great success in
SRE18 [6]. By factorizing the weight matrix of each TDNN
layer into the product of two low-rank matrices, the number
of network parameters can be reduced. The first of these fac-
tors is constrained to be semi-orthogonal. It is assumed that the
semi-orthogonal constrain will help to retain the main informa-
tion while projecting from a higher dimension to the low-rank
dimension. The factorization and skip-connection in FTDNN
can effectively solve the gradient vanishing problem. In this
paper, we follow the FTDNN described in [6] and make two
subtle differences. Firstly, our FTDNN system is trained on
AM-softmax. Another modification is a higher speaker embed-
ding dimension, which is considered to preserve more speaker
information. We use 1024 nodes instead of 512 nodes in layer
12 and 13. The 1024-dimensional x-vector is extracted from
layer 12 before the ReLU non-linearity.

4.3. Extended FTDNN/AMS system

Inspired by the success of ETDNN and FTDNN, we explore a
deeper and wider version of the FTDNN [5], called extended
factorized TDNN (EFTDNN). The architecture is summarized
in Table 4. Dense layers are interleaved between FTDNN lay-
ers. More hidden layers and wider temporal representation
enable the network to model complicated frame-level repre-
sentation of utterances. Besides, ”factorizing the convolution“
and “3-stage splicing” are utilized instead of basic factorizing,
which factorizes the TDNN layer into a feed-forward layer mul-
tiplied by a convolution. In the EFTDNN, we have a factorized
TDNN layer with a constrained 2 × 1 convolution to dimen-
sion 256, followed by another constrained 2 × 1 convolution
to dimension 256, followed by a 2 × 1 convolution back to the
hidden-layer dimension (e.g., 1024). The dimension now goes
from, 1024 −→ 256 −→ 256 −→ 1024, within one layer. The
effective temporal context of this setup is, of course, wider than
the original TDNN layer, due to the extra 2 × 1 convolution.
The x-vector is extracted from the layer 22 prior to the Relu
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Table 4: Extended factorized TDNN x-vector architecture

Layer Layer Type Context
factor1

Context
factor2

Context
factor3

Skip conn,
from layer Size Inner

size

1 TDNN-ReLU t-2 : t+2 512
2 Dense-ReLU t 512
3 FTDNN-ReLU t-3, t-1 t-1, t+1, t+1, t+3 1024 256
4 Dense-ReLU t 1024
5 FTDNN-ReLU t t t 1024 256
6 Dense-ReLU t 1024
7 FTDNN-ReLU t-5,t-2 t-2, t+1 t+1, t+4 1024 256
8 Dense-ReLU t 1024
9 FTDNN-ReLU t t t 5 1024 256
10 Dense-ReLU t 1024
11 FTDNN-ReLU t-5, t-2 t-2, t+1 t+1, t+4 1024 256
12 Dense-ReLU t 1024
13 FTDNN-ReLU t-5,t-2 t-2, t+1 t+1, t+4 3, 7 1024 256
14 Dense-ReLU t 1024
15 FTDNN-ReLU t-5, t-2 t-2, t+1 t+1, t+4 1024 256
16 Dense-ReLU t 1024
17 FTDNN-ReLU t t t 7, 11, 15 1024 256
18 Dense-ReLU t 2048
19 Dense-ReLU t 2048
20 Dense-ReLU t 2048
21 Pooling (mean+stddev) full-seq 2× 2048
22 Dense-ReLU 1024
23 Dense-ReLU 1024
24 Dense-Softmax N spks.

non-linearity.

4.4. ResNet system

ResNet architecture is also inspired by x-vector [20] where the
TDNN layers are replaced by a residual network with 2D con-
volutions (ResNet34) [21]. The network architecture contains:
a front-end ResNet34, a statistic pooling layer, and a feed-
forward network. Specifically, we adopt the angular softmax
loss (A-softmax) [22, 23], which learns angularly discrimina-
tive features by generating an angular classification margin be-
tween embeddings of different classes.

4.5. Multi-task system

In text-independent speaker verification systems such as x-
vector, the effect of phonetic information on the speech sig-
nal has been mostly ignored. In fact, the characteristics of a
speaker are different on different phonemes. If these character-
istics could be further fine-grained on phonemes, the speaker
could be better represented. In this paper, we implement a hy-
brid multi-task learning system, which combines the x-vector
network with an ASR network [7]. This ASR network share
TDNN layers with the x-vector, while retaining frame-level in-
formation. The multi-task system can extract more delicate
speaker features, specifically phonetically-aware speaker rep-
resentations. During the training process, phonetic and speaker
examples are merged into different mini-batches. Finally, the
speaker embedding is extracted from the hidden layer behind
the pooling layer of the x-vector network.

4.6. C-vector system

Although phonetic information is helpful for speaker recogni-
tion, there is a trade-off between the frame-level phoneme dis-
crimination and the segment-level speaker discrimination. The
c-vector network [8] combines the hybrid multi-task learning
and phonetic adaptation to learn the shared parts of phonetic
information and speaker information. The hybrid multi-task
learning tries to learn more effective information from phonetic
content, while phonetic adaptation tries to suppress the nega-
tive effect of phonetic content. The architecture of the c-vector
network is shown in Figure 1.

First, an ASR model with a bottleneck layer is pre-trained.
Then the output of the bottleneck layer is merged into the x-

Statistic Pooling

FC layer

...

xt

FC layer

Speaker Labels Phonetic Labels

Phonetic Labels

BN layer

Pre-trained 
ASR Acoustic

Model

C-vector 

TDNN Layers

FC layer

Softmax Softmax

FC layer

TDNN Layers

Softmax

TDNN Layers

Figure 1: C-vector architecture

Table 5: Comparison between LDA and LP-LDA on the SRE18
DEV dataset

System LDA / LP-LDA AS-Norm SRE18 DEV

EER(%) min-DCF

EF-TDNN

LDA × 4.22 0.330
LP-LDA 4.86 0.291

LDA √ 3.67 0.196
LP-LDA 4.29 0.255

vector network of hybrid multi-task learning as an auxiliary
vector. During the training of a hybrid multi-task learning net-
work, the pre-trained ASR network is no longer updated. The
processes of training and embedding extraction are the same as
the aforementioned Multi-task system in Section 4.5. A GMM-
HMM is also required to do phonetic alignment for training
datasets as Section 4.5.

5. Back-end scoring strategies
The same length-normalization and centralization/mean sub-
traction strategy is applied to each subsystem. LDA is applied
to reduce the dimension of the embedding, and then Gaussian
PLDA with a full co-variance residual noise term is trained on
the speaker discriminant features. Then domain adaptation is
implemented with interpolation of out-of-domain PLDA and in-
domain PLDA [24]. Unsupervised speaker clustering is per-
formed on the SRE18 unlabeled set to get the labels for in-
domain PLDA training. After that, the scores of any given
enrollment-test pair are calculated as the log-likelihood ratio on
the PLDA model. Also, adaptive symmetric score normaliza-
tion (AS-Norm) is used when generating the PLDA score, with
an adaptive cohort selection scheme followed by top score se-
lection.

To deal with domain mismatches, we follow a heuristic
search scheme among back-end strategies. We explore the LP-
LDA [11] / MotPLDA [12] back-end. According to Table 5,
when AS-Norm is not used, LP-LDA achieves a better minDCF
than LDA. When using AS-Norm, the EER and DCF of LP-
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Table 6: System performance on SRE18 DEV and SRE19 EVAL
sets. AS-Norm is used in all subsystems.

System Whiten SRE18 DEV SRE19 EVAL

EER(%) min-DCF EER(%) min-DCF

ETDNN × 3.95 0.222 3.37 0.296
FTDNN

√
4.28 0.258 3.58 0.331

EFTDNN
√

3.67 0.196 3.16 0.290
ResNet34 × 4.02 0.253 3.38 0.306
Multi-task

√
4.35 0.276 4.00 0.346

C-vector × 3.92 0.252 3.94 0.340

Final fusion: six subsystems - 3.45 0.176 2.81 0.262
Fusion except EFTDNN - 3.52 0.191 2.94 0.273
Fusion except ETDNN - 3.39 0.183 2.88 0.271
Fusion except FTDNN - 3.46 0.173 2.82 0.260
Fusion except Multi-task - 3.46 0.174 2.78 0.262
Fusion except C-vector - 3.49 0.178 2.79 0.262
Fusion except ResNet34 - 3.49 0.172 2.85 0.266
Fusion: ETDNN + EFTDNN - 3.64 0.176 2.86 0.265
Fusion: ETDNN + EFTDNN + ResNet34 - 3.48 0.175 2.79 0.260

LDA and LDA are significantly improved, but LDA turns out
to be superior. This may be due to the conflict between LP-
LDA and AS-Norm in the data selection process. Furthermore,
when we replace PLDA with MotPLDA [12], MotPLDA shows
a lower DCF. However, further investigation is required on how
to perform MotPLDA adaptation. Although LDA/PLDA it-
self performs worse than LP-LDA/MotPLDA, their combina-
tion with adaptation and AS-Norm makes a significant improve-
ment. The LP-LDA/MotPLDA back-end deserves a future in-
vestigation.

6. Results and analysis
In this section, we report the results of the individual systems
and their fusions over the entire SRE18 DEV and SRE19 EVAL
sets. By comparing the performance of different fusion systems,
we study the complementarity between individual systems. Be-
sides, the DET curves of individual systems and the final fusion
system are shown in Figure 2.

As shown in the first block of Table 6, EFTDNN and
ETDNN are significantly superior to other systems on both
SRE18 DEV and SRE19 EVAL. FTDNN, ETDNN, and
EFTDNN are all TDNN x-vector systems. By comparing their
performance, we find that more training data and deeper mod-
els are helpful. This demonstrates that x-vector is data-driven.
In terms of x-vector, the interleaving of dense layers in be-
tween the convolutional layers significantly improves the per-
formance. Besides, according to Figure 3, AM-softmax is
proven to be more stable and faster than A-softmax on large-
scale x-vector architectures (i.e, EFTDNN). This is because
AM-softmax has a more flexible angular margin at the begin-
ning of network training.

In the first block of Table 6, another obvious observation
is that hybrid multi-task learning systems appear to be infe-
rior to other individual systems. However, it is noticeable that
the ASR networks of Multi-task and C-vector are trained us-
ing Switchboard and Fisher sets, which are spoken in English,
while SRE18 and SRE19 sets are spoken in Tunisian Arabic.
These two languages have completely different phonemes. In
such a situation where languages are extremely mismatched be-
tween training and evaluation sets, these two hybrid multi-task
learning systems still perform well enough.

As shown in the second block of Table 6, in general, the
contribution of different individual systems to the fusion system
is positively related to its performance. On SRE18 DEV, the fu-
sion of the ETDNN, EFTDNN, and ResNet improved over the
ResNet alone, by 13.4% in EER, and the fusion of all six sys-

Figure 2: DET curves for different systems on SRE19 EVAL

Figure 3: AM-softmax vs A-softmax on EFTDNN

tems was slightly better. Although FTDNN performs well itself,
its role in the fusion system is not so important because of the
strong correlation between TDNN x-vector systems. As a re-
sult of the observed SRE18 DEV performance, our primary sys-
tem for NIST SRE19 CTS Challenge is the linear fusion of all
the above six subsystems by BOSARIS Toolkit [25]. Our final
submission obtains actDCF of 0.230 and 0.287 on the SRE19
EVAL Progress and Test set, respectively. It is evaluated by the
primary metric provided by NIST SRE 2019.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we present the components and analyze the re-
sults of the THUEE systems for the NIST 2019 SRE CTS Chal-
lenge. Different acoustic features, various front-end modeling
methods, and heuristics searching among various backends are
implemented. The fusion shows that different subsystems are
complementary to each other at the score level. If there are suffi-
cient memory and computation resources, deeper speaker mod-
els trained on larger training sets are helpful, and AM-softmax
is proven to be more stable and faster than A-softmax on large-
scale x-vector architectures. Besides, speaker embedding sys-
tems combined with phonetic information achieves competitive
performance on speaker recognition. To mitigate the perfor-
mance degradation caused by domain mismatches, adaptation
and score normalization strategies for the LP-LDA / MotPLDA
back-end deserves further investigation.
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